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there is nowhere left on earth to go. Next year. Sea levels begin to rise. The
change is far more rapid than any climate change predictions; metres a year.
Within two years London, only 15 metres above the sea, is drowned. New York
follows, the Pope gives his last address from the Vatican, Mecca disappears
beneath the waves. Where is all the water coming from? Scientists estimate that
the earth was formed with seas 30 times in volume their current levels. Most of
that water was burnt off by the sun but some was locked in the earth's mantle.
For the tip of Everest to disappear beneath the waters would require the seas to
triple their volume. That amount of water is still much less than 1% of the
earth's volume. And somehow it is being released. The world is drowning. The
biblical flood has returned. And the rate of increase is building all the time.
Mankind is on the run, heading for high ground. Nuclear submarines prowl through
clouds of corpses rising from drowned cities, populations are decimated and
finally the dreadful truth is known. Before 50 years have passed there will be
nowhere left to run. FLOOD tells the story of mankind's final years on earth.
The stories of a small group of people caught up in the struggle to survive are
woven into a tale of unimaginable global disaster. And the hope offered for a
unlucky few by a second great ark ...
2001: A Space Odyssey and Lacanian Psychoanalytic Theory Daniel Bristow
2018-01-18 In 1968, Stanley Kubrick completed and released his magnum opus
motion picture 2001: A Space Odyssey; a time that was also tremendously
important in the formation of the psychoanalytic theory of Jacques Lacan.
Bringing these figures together, Bristow offers a study that goes beyond, as the
film did. He extends Lacan’s late topological insights, delves into
conceptualisations of desire, in G. W. F. Hegel, Alexandre Koj ve, and Lacan
himself, and deals with the major themes of cuts (filmic and psychoanalytic);
space; silence; surreality; and ‘das Ding’, in relation to the movie’s enigmatic
monolith. This book is a tour de force of psychoanalytic theory and space
odyssey that will appeal to academics and practitioners of psychoanalysis and
film studies, as well as to any fan of Kubrick’s work.
Emperor Stephen Baxter 2007 A first installment of a four-book alternate
history epic traces the rise of a powerful family whose successes are linked to
an ancient prophecy that guides their financial and political choices, in a tale
that begins with a Celtic noble's betrayal and culminates in the fall of the
Roman empire. 20,000 first printing.
Manifold: Time Stephen Baxter 2003-12-16 “Reading Manifold: Time is like sending
your mind to the gym for a brisk workout. If you don’t feel both exhausted and
exhilirated when you’re done, you haven’t been working hard enough.”—The New
York Times Book Review The year is 2010. More than a century of ecological
damage, industrial and technological expansion, and unchecked population
growth has left the Earth on the brink of devastation. As the world’s
governments turn inward, one man dares to envision a bolder, brighter future.
That man, Reid Malenfant, has a very different solution to the problems plaguing
the planet: the exploration and colonization of space. Now Malenfant gambles
the very existence of time on a single desperate throw of the dice. Battling
national sabotage and international outcry, as apocalyptic riots sweep the
globe, he builds a spacecraft and launches it into deep space. The odds are a
trillion to one against him. Or are they? “A staggering novel! If you ever
thought you understood time, you’ll be quickly disillusioned when you read
Manifold: Time.”—Sir Arthur C. Clarke
Time's Eye Arthur C. Clarke 2010-06-10 A stunning new companion series to
2001 A SPACE ODYSSEY from the world's most important SF writer and his
acknowledged heir 1885, the North West Frontier. Rudyard Kipling is witness to
a bizarre encounter between the British army and what appears to be an
impossibly advanced piece of Russian technology. And then to a terrifying
intervention by a helicopter from 2037. Before the full impact of this
extraordinary event has even begun to sink in, Kipling, his friends and the
helicopter crew stumble across Alexander the Great's army. Mankind's time
odyssey has begun. It is a journey that will see Alexander avoid his premature
death and carve out an Empire that expands from Carthage to China, beating the
time-slipped army of Ghenghis Khan in a battle outside the ruins of Babylon in the
process. And it will present mankind with two devastating truths. Aliens are
amongst us and have been manipulating our past and our future. And that future
extends only as far as 2037, for that is the date Earth will be destroyed. This
is SF that spans countless centuries and carries cutting edge ideas on time
travel and alien intervention. It shows two of the genre's masters at their
groundbreaking best.
A Gift from Earth Larry Niven 1978
Rendezvous With Rama Arthur C. Clarke 2012-03-05 The multi-award-winning
SF masterpiece from one of the greatest SF writers of all time Rama is a vast
alien spacecraft that enters the Solar System. A perfect cylinder some fifty
kilometres long, spinning rapidly, racing through space, Rama is a technological
marvel, a mysterious and deeply enigmatic alien artefact. It is Mankind's first
visitor from the stars and must be investigated ... Winner of the HUGO AWARD

The Time Ships Stephen Baxter 2010-04-09 The highly-acclaimed sequel to H G
Wells's The Time Machine, from the heir to Arthur C. Clarke.
Sunstorm Arthur C. Clarke 2005-03-29 “Clarke and Baxter have mastered the
art of saving the world in blockbuster style.”—Entertainment Weekly Returned
to the Earth of 2037 by the mysterious and powerful Firstborn, Bisesa Dutt is
haunted by memories of her five years spent on the strange alternate Earth called
Mir, a jigsaw-puzzle world made up of lands and people cut out of different eras
of Earth’s history. Why did the Firstborn create Mir? Why was Bisesa taken
there and then brought back just a day after her disappearance? Bisesa’s
questions are answered when scientists discover an unnatural anomaly in the
sun’s core—evidence of alien intervention more than two thousand years ago.
Now plans set in motion by inscrutable observers light-years away are coming
to fruition in a sunstorm designed to eradicate all life on Earth in a bombardment
of radiation. As the apocalypse looms, religious and political differences on
Earth threaten to undermine every countereffort. And all the while, the
Firstborn are watching. . . . Praise for Sunstorm “An absolute must for science
fiction fans.”—All Things Considered, NPR “Enthralling . . . highly
satisfying.”—The New York Times Book Review “Will keep readers turning
pages.”—Publishers Weekly
To Sail Beyond the Sunset Robert A. Heinlein 1994-11 A science fiction novel by
the author of Stranger in a Strange Land. It takes the form of an
autobiographical flashback of a tough space-going lady who finds herself naked
in a cybernetic hotel room with a stiff and telepathic cat. She goes on to rewrite the Ten Commandments in her own fashion.
The Other Side of the Sky Arthur Charles Clarke 1987 The Other Side of the
Sky presents a glimpse of our future: a future where reality is no longer
contained in earthly dimensions, where man has learned to exist with the
knowledge that he is not alone in the universe. These stories of other planets and
galactic adventures show Arthur C. Clarke at the peak of his powers: sometimes
disturbing, always intriguing.
Anti-ice Stephen Baxter 1994-10-16 Discovering a new element, Anti-Ice, a
mysterious substance that unleashes vast energies when warmed, a millionaire
industrialist dreams of power from an item that promises world peace--or world
destruction. Original.
After Earth Peter David 2020-04-30 Experience a novelization unlike any other.
From Peter David, the veteran sci-fi author, this is the complete, never-beforeseen chronicle of an extraordinary family who’ve been across the galaxy and
back. RAIGE RUNS IN THE FAMILY General Cypher Raige comes from a family of
heroes. Since humanity’s exodus from the Earth a thousand years ago and the
subsequent onslaught from a mysterious alien force, the Raiges have been
instrumental in mankind’s survival. For Cypher’s thirteen-year-old son, Kitai,
tagging along with his legendary father is the adventure of a lifetime. But when
an asteroid collides with their craft, they make a crash landing that leaves
Cypher seriously – and perhaps fatally – wounded. With his father’s life on the
line, Kitai must venture out into the strange, hostile terrain of a new world
that seems eerily familiar: Earth.
The Hard SF Renaissance David G. Hartwell 2003-10-01 Something exciting has
been happening in modern SF. After decades of confusion, many of the field's best
writers have been returning to the subgenre called, roughly, "hard SF"-science
fiction focused on science and technology, often with strong adventure plots.
Now, World Fantasy Award-winning editors David G. Hartwell and Kathryn
Cramer present an immense, authoritative anthology that maps the development
and modern-day resurgence of this form, argues for its special virtues and
present preeminence-and entertains us with some spectacular storytelling along
the way. Included are major stories by contemporary and classic names such as
Poul Anderson, Stephen Baxter, Gregory Benford, Ben Bova, David Brin, Arthur
C. Clarke, Hal Clement, Greg Egan, Joe Haldeman, Nancy Kress, Paul McAuley,
Frederik Pohl, Alastair Reynolds, Kim Stanley Robinson, Robert J. Sawyer, Karl
Schroeder, Charles Sheffield, Brian Stableford, Allen Steele, Bruce Sterling,
Michael Swanwick, and Vernor Vinge. The Hard SF Renaissance will be an
anthology that SF readers return to for years to come. A major anthology of
the "hard SF" subgenre-arguing that it's not only the genre's core, but also its
future: Poul Anderson Stephen Baxter Gregory Benford Ben Bova David Brin Ted
Chiang Arthur C. Clarke Hal Clement Greg Egan Michael Flynn Joe Haldeman James
P. Hogan James Patrick Kelly Nancy Kress Geoffrey A. Landis David Langford
Paul Levinson Paul McAuley David Nordley Frederik Pohl Robert Reed Alastair
Reynolds Kim Stanley Robinson Robert J. Sawyer rdKarl Schroeder Charles
Sheffield Joan Slonczewski Brian Stableford Allen Steele Bruce Sterling Michael
Swanwick Vernor Vinge Peter Watts Sarah Zettel At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Flood Stephen Baxter 2009-07-23 From Terry Pratchett's co-author on the
Long Earth books comes the ultimate disaster novel - the world is drowning and
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for best novel, 1974 Winner of the NEBULA AWARD for best novel, 1973
Winner of the JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD for best novel, 1974 Winner of the
BSFA AWARD for best novel, 1973
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Secret Histories Pittacus Lore 2013-07-23
The perfect companion book to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four
series! I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Secret Histories is a collection of three
action-packed novellas by bestselling author Pittacus Lore! Originally
published as the e-novellas The Search for Sam, The Last Days of Lorien, and
The Forgotten Ones, now, for the first time ever, they are together in one print
volume. The Search for Sam follows the rogue Mogadorian Adam on his journey
of redemption as he finds the key to saving both Sam Goode and his father,
Malcolm. The Last Days of Lorien reveals how the fight began with the oncepeaceful planet being taken by surprise and attacked. The Forgotten Ones is the
riveting continuation of Adam’s story, in which he uncovers an incredible secret
that will turn the tide for the Garde. You know the truth about the
Mogadorians’ invasion of Earth and the Garde who will do anything to defeat
them—yet there is still so much to learn. The stories in Secret Histories will
help you get the answers you seek, but they will not help you stop the coming
war. Only the Garde can save our planet.
Firstborn Arthur C. Clarke 2009-07-09 Two of the biggest names in SF
together again, with the third of the acclaimed Time's Odyssey sequence With
this epic tale of altered histories and different earths, a universe where
Alexander's empire prompted a different past, a world where strange alien 'eyes'
gaze upon a fractured reality, a time when man is looking to colonise the red
planet, Arthur C. Clarke and Stephen Baxter scale new heights of ambition and
sheer story telling brio. This is classic SF adventure from two of the biggest
names in the genre. A heady combination of high concept SF, big engineering projects
and human drama.
Searching for Extraterrestrial Intelligence H. Paul Shuch 2011-02-14 This
book is a collection of essays written by the very scientists and engineers who
have led, and continue to lead, the scientific quest known as SETI, the search for
extraterrestrial intelligence. Divided into three parts, the first section, ‘The
Spirit of SETI Past’, written by the surviving pioneers of this then emerging
discipline, reviews the major projects undertaken during the first 50 years of SETI
science and the results of that research. In the second section, ‘The Spirit of
SETI Present’, the present-day science and technology is discussed in detail,
providing the technical background to contemporary SETI instruments,
experiments, and analytical techniques, including the processing of the received
signals to extract potential alien communications. In the third and final section,
‘The Spirit of SETI Future’, the book looks ahead to the possible directions that
SETI will take in the next 50 years, addressing such important topics as
interstellar message construction, the risks and assumptions of interstellar
communications, when we might make contact, what aliens might look like and
what is likely to happen in the aftermath of such a contact.
The Space Trilogy Arthur C. Clarke 2001 The omnibus edition of three classic
and inspirational Clarke tales ISLANDS IN THE SKY, first published in 1954, sees
Roy Malcolm winning a trip to the Inner Station, a space station rotating 500
miles from Earth. THE SANDS OF MARS, set in the 21st century, has a group of
pioneers struggling to change the face of this inhospitable planet. In
EARTHLIGHT, two centuries hence, man has colonised the planets and the
inhabitants of the Moon owe no allegiance to any nation on Earth - or to Earth
itself ... This omnibus edition of three of Arthur C. Clarke's early novels shows
the author of 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY exploring space and time in
adventurous and thoughtful ways.
The Songs of Distant Earth Arthur Charles Clarke 1998 Science fiction-roman.
The Collected Stories Arthur C. Clarke A forth collection of gripping short
stories from the most acclaimed Science Fiction author of any generation.
Arthur C Clarke is without question the world's best-known and most
celebrated science fiction writer. His career, spanning more than sixty years, is
one of unequalled success. Clarke has always been celebrated for his clear
prophetic vision, which is fully on display in this audiobook, but there are also
many stories which show his imagination in full flight, to the distant future and
to far-flung star systems. This forth volume in a series of five includes some of
Clarke's most accomplished work, including Sleeping Beauty, The Man who
Ploughed the Sea and Cosmic Casanova. Track Listing: CD 1: The Next Tenants
read by Nick Boulton Track 2 to 7, 21' 03 Cold War read by Sean Barrett
Track 8 to 11, 15' 21 Sleeping Beauty read by Roger May Track 12 to 19, 24'
55 CD 2: The Man Who Ploughed the Sea read by Nick Boulton Track 1 to 13,
39' 12 Critical Mass read by Sean Barrett Track 14 to end of CD 2, 14' 23 CD
3: The Other Side of the Sky read by Roger May Track 1 to 13, 53' 52 Let There
Be Light read by Mike Grady Track 14 to end of CD 3, 17' 17 CD 4 and 5: Out of
the Sun read by Nick Boulton Track 1 to 4, 17' 38 Cosmic Casanova read by
Sean Barrett Track 5 to 9, 17' 06 The Songs of Distant Earth read by Roger
May Track 10 to Track 12 of CD 5, 83' 22 A Slight Case of Sunstroke read by
Mike Grady Track 13 of CD 4 to end of CD 5, 21' 37 CD 6: Who's There read by
Nick Boulton Track 1 to 3, 15' 10 Out of the Cradle, Endlessly Orbiting read
by Sean Barrett Track 4 to 7, 15' 10 I Remember Babylon read by Roger May
Track 8 to 14, 30' 18 Trouble With Time read by Mike Grady Track 15 to end
of CD 6, 14' 32 CD 7: Into the Comet read by Nick Boulton Track 1 to 6, 24'
12 Summertime on Icarus read by Sean Barrett Track 7 to 13, 28' 36 Saturn
Rising read by Roger May Track 14 of CD 7 to Track 3 of CD 8, 29' 41 CD 8:
Death and the Senator read by Mike Grady Track 4 to 16, 53' 57 Before Eden
read by Nick Boulton Track 17 of CD 8 to Track 5 of CD 9, 26' 11 CD 9: Hate
read by Sean Barrett Track 6 to 14, 41' 17 Love that Universe read by Roger
May Track 15 to end of CD 9, 10' 28
Origin Stephen Baxter 2012-06-28 2015: Astronaut Reid Malenfant is flying
over the African continent, intent on examining a mysterious glowing construct
sunstorm-a-time-odyssey-2-arthur-c-clarke

in Earth’s orbit.
Navigator Stephen Baxter 2008-01-02 The third novel in Stephen Baxter's
Time's Tapestry series. “We’ve come to expect excellence from Stephen Baxter
and that’s what we get it in Navigator.”—SciFiDimensions As William the
Conqueror’s men attempt to stamp out the flames of rebellion, a prophecy is
uttered. A bedraggled woman in a ruined chapel speaks of civilizations in conflict,
armed by the engines of God… And that prophecy proves to be true as the
fearsome war between Christianity and Islam leaves its mark across the land. In
Spain, a rogue priest dreams of the final defeat of Islam, for he has found a rent
in the tapestry of time, a point where agents from the future used diabolical
weapons of destruction to change history. Centuries later, in 1492, as men of
vision weary of the strife and are drawn to the unknown West, one such
explorer seeks the funding for his voyage—while a mysterious Weaver plots to
unravel the strands of time and stop him…
How the World Was One Arthur C. Clarke 2011-09-29 Arthur C. Clarke has
been one of the most influential commentators on - and prophets of - the
communications technology which has created the global village. Now, drawing
partly on his own sometimes very personal writings, he provides an absorbing
history and survey of modern communications. The story begins with the titanic
struggles to lay transatlantic telegraph cables in the nineteenth century.
Fighting against widespread scepticism, lack of funds, technical disasters and
setbacks - and against the Atlantic itself, above and below the surface - the
pioneers achieved the seemingly impossible and by 1858 Britain and America were
linked by Telegraph. Nearly a century later, as the first transatlantic telephone
cable was being laid, the technology that would rival and perhaps even
supersede it was undergoing its painful birth as scientists developed the
communications satellite precisely as Clarke first described in his famous 1945
article Wireless World, 'Extra-terrestrial Relays', reprinted in this book. The
rivalry between cable and satellite continued through the decades.
Communication satellites (Comsats) performed even beyond the most optimistic
expectations, but cable fought back with the development of the transistor.
Then, in one of the most dramatic and unexpected breakthroughs in any
technology, the potential of cable systems was transformed. The development
of fibre optics technology meant that once more the seabeds of the world began
to be draped with the newest and most sophisticated artefacts of human
engineering. It is an enthralling story, filled with extraordinary events and
people, and Arthur C. Clarke brings all his storytelling flair and scientific
expertise to bear on it. The result is a superb combination of history, comment
and challenging speculation.
The Best of Arthur C. Clarke, 1956-1972 Arthur Charles Clarke 1973
Earthlight Arthur C. Clarke 2012-11-30 This “marvelous lunar espionage
thriller” by the science fiction grandmaster and author of 2001: A Space
Odyssey “packs plenty of punch” (SFReviews.net). Two hundred years after
landing on the Moon, mankind has moved further out into the solar system. With
permanent settlements now established on the Moon, Venus, and Mars, the
inhabitants of these colonies have formed a political alliance called the
Federation. On the Moon, a government agent from Earth is tracking a suspected
spy at a prominent observatory. His mission is complicated by the rise in tensions
between Earth’s government and the Federation over access to rare heavy
metals. As the agent finds himself locked in a battle for life and death on the
eerie, lunar landscape, the larger conflict explodes across space, leaving
mankind’s future in doubt. First published in 1955, this suspense-filled space opera
by the Science Fiction and Fantasy Hall of Fame inductee was a significant
forerunner of television hits like Star Trek and The Expanse.
The Wind from the Sun Arthur Charles Clarke 1996 A volume containing all 18
short stories written by Arthur C. Clarke in the 1960s. They depict a future in
which technologies are beginning to dictate man's lifestyle - even to demand life
for themselves.
New Earth Ben Bova 2014-07-01 We've found an Earthlike planet, but what
secrets does it hold? In Ben Bova's New Earth, The world is thrilled by the
discovery of an Earthlike planet. Advance imaging shows oceans of liquid water
and a breathable, oxygen-rich atmosphere. A human exploration team is
dispatched to explore the planet, now nicknamed New Earth. The explorers
understand they're on a one-way mission. The trip takes eighty years one way, so
even if they are able to return to Earth, nearly two hundred years will have
passed. Their friends and family will be gone. The explorers are not the best
available: they are expendable. Upon landing on the planet they find a group of
intelligent creatures who look like humans. Are they native to this world or
invaders? Moreover, the scientists begin to realize that the planet cannot be
natural. Rather, could New Earth be an artifact?
Last and First Contacts Stephen Baxter 2012 a collection of recent short
stories combined with a few brand new tales
Conqueror Stephen Baxter 2010-06-03 It begins with the death of the last
Roman and ends with the crowning of a king, the birth of a new order. As the
centuries between these two events pass, as Britain emerges from the ruins of
Roman rule to become a vibrant, rich power in its own right, as invasions ebb and
flow and Kings rule and die, a single thread is spun and stretched. A prophecy
found in the shadow of Hadrian's crumbling wall, a prophecy preserved by the
monks at Lindisfarne. A prophecy remembered, a prophecy handed down. A prophecy
that speaks of the cross, of dragons from the north. Of a new world and of a
new empire. A prophecy fulfilled in one remarkable year: 1066. CONQUEROR is a
fast moving historical thriller that casts a bright light onto a shadowy period
of British history and brings it to vibrant life. Steeped in blood and violence this
was also a time of artistic endeavour, a time of nation building and law-giving.
And it is a time of chance, where history can be shaped by the Weaver ...
Foundation 3-Book Bundle Isaac Asimov 2022-06-07 The original trilogy of
Isaac Asimov’s bestselling science fiction masterpiece, the Foundation series, in a
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convenient ebook bundle THE EPIC SAGA THAT INSPIRED THE APPLE TV+
SERIES FOUNDATION • Nominated as one of America’s best-loved series by PBS’s
The Great American Read For twelve thousand years the Galactic Empire has
ruled supreme. Now it is dying. But only Hari Seldon, creator of the
revolutionary science of psychohistory, can see into the future—to a dark age
of ignorance, barbarism, and warfare that will last thirty thousand years. To
preserve knowledge and save humankind, Seldon gathers the best minds in the
Empire—both scientists and scholars—and brings them to a bleak planet at the
edge of the galaxy to serve as a beacon of hope for future generations. He calls
his sanctuary the Foundation. Collected in this boxed set, Foundation,
Foundation and Empire, and Second Foundation form the celebrated original
trilogy that started it all. One of the most influential in the history of science
fiction, the Foundation series is celebrated for its unique blend of breathtaking
action, daring ideas, and extensive worldbuilding. Here, Asimov has written a
timely and timeless saga of the best—and worst—that lies in humanity, and the
power of even a few courageous souls to shine a light in a universe of darkness.
The Yoga of Time Travel Fred Alan Wolf 2012-12-20 Time travel is not just
science fiction; it may actually be possible. Wolf draws on yoga and quantum
physics to show that time is a flexible projection of mind. Cheating time, he says,
is an ancient metaphysical idea from the Vedas having to do with moving through
meditation to a place where time stands still.
Titan Stephen Baxter 2013-04-11 Signs of life have been found on Titan,
Saturn’s largest moon.
The Lion of Comarre, and Against the Fall of Night Arthur Charles Clarke 1982
Rama Revealed Arthur C. Clarke 2013-08-29 Years after the appearance in the
solar system of the immense, deserted spaceship named by its discoverers Rama, a
second craft arrived, destined to become home for a group of human colonists.
But now the colony has become a brutal dictatorship, committing genocide
against its peaceful alien neighbours and terrorizing its own inhabitants. Nicole
Wakefield, condemned to death for treason, has escaped and crossed the
Cylindrical Sea to the island of mysterious skyscrapers which the humans call
New York. There she is reunited with her husband, and soon they are joined by
others of their family and friends. But pursuit is not far behind and they are
forced to flee to the subterranean corridors of New York inhabited by the
menancing octospiders.
Manifold: Space Stephen Baxter 2003-12-16 “As always, [Stephen] Baxter
plays with space and time with consummate skill. . . . He continues to be one of
the leading writers of hard science fiction, and one of the most thoughtprovoking as well.”—Science Fiction Chronicle The year is 2020. Fueled by an
insatiable curiosity, Reid Malenfant ventures to the far edge of the solar
system, where he discovers a strange artifact left behind by an alien civilization:
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A gateway that functions as a kind of quantum transporter, allowing
virtually instantaneous travel over the vast distances of interstellar space.
What lies on the other side of the gateway? Malenfant decides to find out. Yet
he will soon be faced with an impossible choice that will push him beyond terror,
beyond sanity, beyond humanity itself. Meanwhile on Earth the Japanese scientist
Nemoto fears her worst nightmares are coming true. Startling discoveries reveal
that the Moon, Venus, even Mars once thrived with life—life that was snuffed
out not just once but many times, in cycles of birth and destruction. And the
next chilling cycle is set to begin again . . . “When the travel bug bites and usual
planets don’t excite, perhaps it’s time to burst the bounds of this old solar
system and really see the sights. . . . Baxter’s expansive new novel is just the
ticket.”—The Washington Times “Breathtaking in its originality and
scope.”—The Washington Post
Hold Up the Sky Cixin Liu 2020-10-01 A collection of award-winning hard
science fiction short stories.
Coalescent Stephen Baxter 2004 Science fiction roman.
Rama: The Omnibus Arthur C. Clarke 2011-11-17 At first, only a few things
are known about the celestial object that has arrived in the galaxy and has been
dubbed Rama by the astronomers observing it. It is a huge cylindrical object,
weighing more than ten trillion tons. And it is hurtling through the solar system
at inconceivable speed. Then a space probe confirms the unthinkable: Rama is no
natural object. It is, incredibly, an interstellar spacecraft. Space explorers and
planet-bound scientists alike prepare for mankind's first encounter with alien
intelligence. It will kindle their wildest dreams ... and fan their darkest fears. For
no one knows who the Ramans are or why they have come. And now the moment of
rendezvous awaits - just behind a Raman airlock door.
They Came from Outer Space Jim Wynorski 1980 Features twelve original
science-fiction stories that were the basis for films such as "Dr. Cyclops," "The
Thing From Another World," "The Day the Earth Stood Still," "The Fly," and
"2001: A Space Odyssey"
The Garden of Rama Arthur C. Clarke 2013-08-29 In the year 2130 a
mysterious spaceship, Rama, arrived in the solar system. It was huge - big enough
to contain a city and a sea - and empty, apparently abandoned. By the time Rama
departed for its next, unknown, destination many wonders had been uncovered,
but few mysteries solved. Only one thing was clear: everything the enigmatic
builders of Rama did, they did in threes. Eighty years later the second alien craft
arrived in the solar system. This time, Earth had been waiting. But all the years
of preparation were not enough to unlock the Raman enigma. Now Rama II is on its
way out of the solar system. Aboard it are three humans, two men and a woman,
left behind when the expedition departed. Ahead of them lies the unknown, a
voyage no human has ever experienced. And at the end of it - and who could tell
how many years away that might be? - may lie the truth about Rama...
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